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	Get ready to create killer apps for iPad and iPhone on the new iOS 7!


	With Apple's introduction of iOS 7, demand for developers who know the new iOS will be high. You need in-depth information about the new characteristics and capabilities of iOS 7, and that's what you'll find in this book. If you have experience with C or C++, this guide will show you how to create amazing apps for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. You'll also learn to maximize your programs for mobile devices using iPhone SDK 7.0. Advanced topics such as security services, running on multiple iPlatforms, and local networking with Core Bluetooth are also covered.

	
		Prepares experienced developers to create great apps for the newest version of Apple's iOS
	
		Thoroughly covers the serious capabilities of iOS 7; information you need in order to make your apps stand out
	
		Delves into advanced topics including how to control multitasking, security services, running apps on multiple iPlatforms and iDevices, enabling in-app purchases, advanced text layout, and building a core foundation
	
		Also covers REST, advanced GCD, internationalization and localization, and local networking with Core Bluetooth



	iOS 7 Programming: Pushing the Limits will help you develop applications that take full advantage of everything iOS 7 has to offer.
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Graphics Gems Iv/Book and Mac Version Disk (The Graphics Gems Series) (No.4)Academic Press, 1994

	We make images to communicate. The ultimate measure of the quality of our images is how well they communicate information and ideas from the creator’s mind to the perceiver’s mind. The efficiency of this communication, and the quality of our image, depends on both what we want to say and to whom we intend to say it. I believe that...
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Mastering BlenderSybex, 2009

	Blender, the free alternative for professional-quality 3D animation is a complex program to learn, but once users become familiar with its power, they begin to seek more from it.  This book is the first of its kind to explore the more advanced features of Blender so that you can get the most out of the software. You’ll take your...
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Dynamic HTML Weekend Crash CourseHungry Minds, 2001
Fifteen hours. With this book, that's all it takes for a Web designer to master the fundamentals of Dynamic HTML -- and start embellishing Web pages with animations, pop-up menus, rollovers, and more. The book presumes some knowledge of HTML, but no knowledge of the other chief components of DHTML, Cascading Style Sheets and JavaScript, which both...
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Physics of TsunamisSpringer, 2015

	This second edition reflects significant progress in tsunami research, monitoring and mitigation within the last decade. Primarily meant to summarize the state-of-the-art knowledge on physics of tsunamis, it describes up-to-date models of tsunamis generated by a submarine earthquake, landslide, volcanic eruption, meteorite impact, and moving...
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Reliable Software Technologies - Ada-Europe 2011: 16th Ada-Europe International Conference on Reliable Software TechnologiesSpringer, 2011

	The 16th edition of the International Conference on Reliable Software Technologies
	– Ada-Europe 2011—took place in the John McIntyre Conference Centre,
	Edinburgh (UK). Previous editions of the conference were held in Switzerland
	(Montreux 1996 and Geneva 2007), United Kingdom (London 1997 and York
	2005), Sweden (Uppsala...
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Horseback Riding For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2007
You’ve always dreamed of riding horses. So what are you waiting for? It’s time you realized your equestrian dreams and learned to ride like a pro on the back of a noble steed. And Horseback Riding for Dummies shows you how.
    Don’t know a horse’s head from its tail, a trot from a canter, withers from a...
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